Development of color tunable aqueous CdS-cysteine quantum dots with improved efficiency and investigation of cytotoxicity.
Cysteine capped aqueous CdS quantum dots with improved luminescence and excellent colloidal-luminescence stability were developed in a simple one pot aqueous method from safer precursors at low temperatures. Investigation of size and luminescence as a function of cysteine amount, pH and temperature revealed an optimum value for all these variables to maximize the quantum yield. Cysteine:Cd ratio of 2, reaction pH of 9.5 and synthesis at room temperature-30 degrees C emerged as the best conditions for the highest QY of 19%. Yet, QY can be improved up to 55% if QDs are cleaned from excess cysteine and ions and redispersed in pH 7 medium. Size of the QDs, therefore the color of luminescence, can be tuned by the reaction temperature in this simple process. Higher temperatures provide larger particles. Cell uptake and cell viability studies in a wide range of doses and different incubation times with MCF-7 and HeLa cell lines revealed cell dependent differences. MCF-7 cells uptake more QDs but are much more viable than HeLa cells. At low doses such as 0.025 mg QD/ml all cells are viable. At 24 h incubation times MCF-7 cells demonstrate viability above 75% up to 0.15 mg QD/mI. On the other hand HeLa cells loose viability with increasing dose.